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SAFEGUARDING WHAT MATTERS MOST™

ABOUT CISCO DNA AND PRIME

Cisco DNA Center™ 
was launched in 2017 as the next step
in network evolution. This expansive
platform encompasses a complete
portfolio of software-based network
automation and assurance solutions.     
It is also the dashboard for control and
management of Cisco's intent-based
networking (IBN) system. Cisco DNA is
designed for use by both Enterprises
and Service Providers.

Cisco Prime™ Infrastructure
is the predecessor to Cisco DNA
Center, and was a network
management software suite with an
array of different software applications,
most geared either to Enterprise or
Service Providers. Prime is no longer
for sale as of 2020, and end-of-life/
end-of-sale on various components
began in 2014.

Cylera integrates with both
Cisco DNA and Prime.
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SOLUTION BRIEF

Cylera - Cisco DNA Center Integration
IoT and Medical Device Integrity & Risk

THE CHALLENGE
Cylera and Cisco joint customers adopting Cisco's Digital Network Architecture
(DNA) and or still using Cisco's older, Prime Infrastructure (no longer available),
have invested in Cisco's vision of a comprehensive network management system,
foundational controller, and analytics platform core to Cisco’s "intent-based
network" (IBN).  

The Cisco DNA Center™ is a portfolio of software solutions with an open and
extensible API with which Cylera integrates to gather device data from across the
field of assets seen in the DNA Center. 

Using Cylera's expert IoT, medical device (IoMT), and IT/OT device knowledge
base, in combination with the DNA Center, you'll see information you've needed, but
never had. Cylera's integration is seamless and simple, pulling device information
from Cisco and adding deeper insights that help your business operate more
efficiently, benefitting both IT security and clinical engineering.



Automation - Collects device
information from Cisco on an
automatic schedule, and integrates
data directly into Cylera, machine-
to-machine, without human
intervention or errors.

Integrated Solution Benefits  

Integration Highlights
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Improved MTTR (Mean Time-to-
Respond) Cylera provides device
location, and with Cylera’s
vulnerability and risk analysis,
you move more quickly,
according to device priority, for
risk remediation and incident
response. This results in a
measurable improvement in
MTTR (mean time to respond). 

Device location provided, with patented techniques for zero-touch visibility
into device vulnerabilities, available patches, and risk scoring without ever
touching or disrupting the physical devices  
Relevant analysis applied, such as device manufacturer alerts, linked CVEs,
CVSS data and available patches, industry alert information, etc
Risk and mitigation/remediation playbooks, useful to either IT or clinical
personnel before, and when incidents may occur 
Device utilization, maintenance and resource optimization support business
decisions such as device rent v buy, personnel and patient scheduling, and
counts of hours in use, patients served, and images taken 

HOW IT WORKS
Cylera is an IoT security and intelligence platform comprised of sensors
and Command management console, deployed at the switch in the SPAN
or TAP port. It passively monitors traffic in the network, discovering,
identifying, categorizing, and analyzing specialty communications of
connected devices and processes. 

Through the API, Cylera queries the Cisco DNA controller over a VPN and
brings back asset information if available. Cylera can then enrich the
device analysis already in place or do new analysis of network,
vulnerability, risk factors, and device optimization.  

Specific value Cylera can provide to either IT security teams or clinical
engineering organizations includes:

Resource Optimization - There can
be large counts of IoT and medical
devices. Cylera provides data to
simplify device optimization and
deliver business value. As an
example: there can be hundreds of
infusion pumps in a hospital, many
of which aren’t being actively used.
Locating them quickly is one
aspect, other factors could be
relevant to patient and staff
scheduling, rent v. buy decisions,
and data from Cylera helps support
business decisions such as these.If after polling Cisco DNA Center, devices are found, Cylera will sync and display at the

device level within the Cylera Command dashboard, as shown above.

Device Utilization & Maintenance
Optimized - Devices have scheduled
maintenance and Cylera tracks
device utilization which can impact
maintenance frequency. Cylera also
delivers visibility into patches
available, and many devices require
patching at the device physically.
With location information, these
devices are faster and easier to find
for direct patching when necessary.
Direct links to patch information also
helps staff determine whether
patching could occur during
maintenance. 
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Asset identification and management
Network analysis
Risk assessment

The Cylera platform delivers an array of capabilities in one product: 

All of these capabilities are undergirded by unique, patented technologies - Adaptive Data Type Analysis™
and IoT Device Emulation Engine™,  plus Cylera Labs' proprietary threat intelligence database. 

WHAT'S UNIQUE ABOUT CYLERA?

Network segmentation support
Threat detection and intelligence
Fleet utilization and optimization. 



Founded in late 2017, and headquartered in New York, Cylera is the leading edge in
healthcare IoT, IoMT, and OT cybersecurity and intelligence. The Cylera Platform is a
centralized cybersecurity solution that secures the entire connected healthcare IoT
environment from the enterprise side to medical devices providing patient care
services. Cylera’s patented technology delivers unique IoT device emulation, adaptive
datatype analysis, and proprietary Cylera Labs global threat intelligence. Unlike many,
Cylera is fully context-aware for use by IT and clinical engineering for asset
identification and management, network analysis, risk assessment, network
segmentation, threat detection and intelligence, and fleet optimization. Cylera delivers
the strongest, most advanced healthcare IoT and medical device cybersecurity risk
management solution for the industry. www.cylera.com 
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SUMMARY

Your organization seeks to maximize existing Cisco investments and achieve
full device visibility and security across the whole healthcare enterprise.
 
Cylera's integration with either DNA Center or Prime can deliver a single source
of truth across all IoT, IoMT, and IT/OT devices in your healthcare networks. 

Cylera's Cisco integration comes built-in within the standard Cylera Platform at
no cost, and is fully supported. 

And unlike some, there are no extra steps or added costs for heavy professional
services needed on the backend to deliver a seamless, integrated experience for
your network.
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Learn More About Cylera

www.cylera.com

info@cylera.com - To get answers to
your questions
 
demo@cylera.com - To schedule an
efficient demo highlighting what you
want to know

partners@cylera.com - For exploration
into joining Cylera's Momentum
Partner Program

Follow us on Twitter @cylera_


